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Abstract . A parallel (multiprocessor) mary object block [1.2.3]. To enable this .

~~~~ system processing fault-tolerant programs was a state vector that contains the values of all
• developed in (4. 5]. The system performance the variables (that may be chang ed by the

is evaluated in this paper , using an analytic object blocks~ is saved on entry to a fault-

• ~~~~ approach based on stochastic models. The tolerant block.
analysis confirms the high effectiveness of a
parallel system, under ail practical circurn - The goal of the parallel execution is to
stances, in r educing the program execution overlap, as much as possible, execution of
time increase due to run-time validation and object blocks with the validation and system
system state saving. It also shows how the state saving. In this paper , we evaluate the
system performance is affected by various performance of the parallel system. The
program characteristics, approach used in this paper for performance

evaluation is of an analytic nature and is
i. Introduction based on stochastic models for both the parallel

system and the sequential system (I. e., one
A system architecture for paraliel exe- in which the execution of an object block is

cution of fault-tolerant programs (i. e. • pro- 
- 

not overlapped with the execution of a validation
grams containing r edundancy for the tolerance test). The evaluation shows the performance

~ of residual program errors and/or hardware gain by parallel execution over sequential
UJ faults [7]) was developed in [4, 5]. The system execution. -- —

_ 
—

• was designed to execute block-structured

~~) t,.,j,,. , fault-tolerant programs developed by Horning In the next section major characteristics
et al. [3] . A fault-tolerant block or recovery of both an efficient sequential system and a

“~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~ block is the basic component containing re- parallel system are compared. Section 3. 1

dundancy in these programs and has the fol- deals with the evaluation of the sequential

~~~~ 

lowing structure: ensure 1’ ~~ Oi else-by 02 system. Performance of the parallel system

~‘~ - else-by . ..  else-by O~ else-error, wher e T is evaluated in Section 3. 2 and compared with
denotes the validation test , Oj  the primary the performance of the sequential system in
object block, and °k (1 <k �n) the alternate Section 3. 3.
object blocks. All of the object blocks in a
fault-tolerant block F compute the same or 2. Distinguishing Characteristics
approximat ely the same objective function, of a Sequential System and a Parallel System
The validation test T is executed on exit from
an object block to confirm that the obj ect In this section two systems, a sequential
block has performed acceptably. The exe- system using a memory organization called a
cution of a validation test results in either recovery cache (1.3] and a parallel system
an acceptance (I. a., confirmation) or a re- using a duplex - memory [4, 5), are briefly
j ectlon. If accepted, control exits from the sketched.
fault-tolerant block. If the result produced by
an object block is rej ected, the next alternate The essence of the recovery cache
is entered. After the alternate object block scheme is to save the “orig inal value” of each

• finishes Its computation, the validation test is non-local variable W together with its logical
repeated. B efore an alternate object block is address right before the variable is modified
entered , the system State is restored to the for the first time In a new object block. The
state that existed just before entry to the pri- orig inal values are thus saved in a compact

t This work was supported in part by the Joint Service Electronics Program under Air Force
Contract F44620-76-c-0061.
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table structure. For Illustration, the f aul t -  records of assignments made by an object
tolerant program In Figure Ia is used, block in F. A VR-store-segment consists of

two sections , the L-(local variable) SectionFigure lb shows a snapshot of the re-
covery cache taken when pr imary object block for keepin g records of assi gnment s to variables

local to the object block in execution and the02 1 is in execution. As shown, there is a
stack, called the cache stack, used for saving N-(non-local variable) section for assignment

records of non-local variables. A variablethe original values. Similar to the main 
local to the object block being entered isstack, the cache stack is also divided into
allocated one location in the main stack andregions , one region for each nested fault-
one location in the L-section of a yR-store-tolerant block in the “active” state (I. e., a

fault-tolerant block that has been entered but segment. New values assigned to variables
that are non-local to the object block in exe-not exited). The top region of the cache stack

in Figur e lb contains previous values of non- cution are recorded together with the logical

local variables together with their names Crc- addresses (of the variables) in a table struc-
ture in the N-section of a VR-store-segment .presenting logical addresses), i. e., Y2 , Xl .

X2. which have been modified during execution For illustration, Figur e ic shows the
of the current object block P Similarly, content of the yR-store at an instant during
the bottom region of the cache stack contains execution of the program in Figure Ia by a
the previous value of non-local variable XI parallel system using a duplex memory.
which had been modified by execution of object When the main processor entered the program
block 01. 1 before Oz 1 was entered. Figur e (i. e., the outermost block), VR-store-segment
lb also sha~~s a flag field in the main stack. S0 was created to keep assignment records
The flag attached to a variable indicates of local variables Xl and X2. Since there are
whether the original value of the variable has no variables non-local to the outermost block ,

J 
already been saved sinc e the current object S~ does not contain a N-section. When the
block was entered. Thus the flags attached to main processor entered F1. yR-store-segment
Y2 , XI , X2 in the main stack are currently set. Sj was created. When non-local variabl e Xl

If the result produced by execution of was assigned the value “8” durin g execution of

fails the validation test V 2 ,  then the top object block 01. 1’ a table entry (Xl . 8) was

region C2 of the cache stack can be used to made in SiN. Similarly, S2 was created when

-reset the main stack to the stat e that existed the main processor entered F2 and was filled
by execution of object block 02. p The content .on entry to fault-tolerant block F2 . If it of the main stack in a dupl ex memory is that

passes the test , execution of F 2 is complete
and C2 is merged into C1 so that the result in a recovery cache minus the flag field.

will contain previous values of those variables On completion of 0~ 1’ the main pro-
which are non-local to 01. 1 and have been cessor proceeds to the execution of F3 (which
modified since Oi I was entered . Thus the will be imaged in a new Va-store-segment S3)
result will be a sing le region containing (Xl , 9) while the Va-processor starts examining the
and (X2 , 2). Flags in the main stack are also execution image in S2 by execution of V 2 .  If
adjusted such that only flags of Xl and X2 are the result produced by execution of 02. i (kept
set. Therefore, the combination of the main in 

~z) fails the validation test V2 ,  then the
and cache stacks usually contains information non-local variables recorded In S2N (and S3N ,
with which several old state vectors can be if not empty ) are those which need to be reset.
reconstructed. Segments S0 and S1 contain the values of the

variables that existed when the main processorIn the case of parallel execution at least 
entered fault-tolerant block F2 and their values

two processors are used, a main processor
for object block execution and a VR-(validation may be used to reset the main stack. A

and recovery) processor or audit processor duplex memory may be Implemented such that

for execution related to validation and recovery, the previous value can be obtained in a single

It is necessary to save a state vector on exit content -addressable memory (CAM) cycle (4 , 5] .
If the result of 02 1 passes V 2 .  S~ J~ is dis-

from an object block since the state vector is 
carded and S2N is merged into S1 so that the

used by both the main processor and the VR- 
result contains the assignment records , of the

processor. This is accomplished by simul- variables addressable in 01. 1’ made since
taneously storing the operand of each WRIT E
operation into two locations , one in the *i~~~in ~~i . 

was entered. This will result in SIL Sect ion 0
stack and the other in the VR-store.  When containing 1 , 5 and ‘3” for Y l , YZ , Y3 , 0
the main processor enters a fault-tolerant respectively and SiN containing (Xl . 7) and ________

(XZ . 8).block F , a yR-store-segment is created to
keep an execution image which consists of By _______
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Let us now compare the characteristics the parallel system, respectively. The system
of the recovery cache scheme for sequential throughput  is defined as the number of fault -
execution with the characteristics of the duplex tolerant blocks complet ed per unit t ime and is
memory scheme for parallel execution, given by the inve r se  of the average execution

time of a fault-tolerant block. We denote the1. In both schemes, content-addressable
memory modules are needed to obtain an sequential system throug h put and the parallel
acceptable level of performance in program system throug hput by THR , and THR r ca-
execution and in the rest of this paper , the pectively. Through put s are  used in ?isis section

as measures of the performance of the se-use of CAM modules is assumed.
quential system and of the parallel system .

2. The duplex memory takes more space
For mathematical tractibility, the followingthan the recovery cache, 

set of global assumptions have been adopted
3. The WRITE operation into a non-local throughout the performance evaluation.

variable W Involves two steps with the recovery
Assumption Ccache, the first  step being used for fetching

the original value or the flag, while the WRITE G.l The programs considered in this analysis
operation takes one step (CAM cycle) with the are of the type in which no fault-tolerant block
duplex memory. Therefore, the execution of is nested within another fault-tolerant block and
an object block is slower with the recovery whose execution becomes a sequential chain of
cache than with the duplex memory. fault-tolerant block executions (Fi gure 2).

4. Overall , it is expected that the re- G.2 Primary and alternate object blocks take
covery cache takes less merging t ime than the the same average execution time.
duplex memory. During the execution of a

C. 3 Each fault-tolerant block contains an un-program in which no fault-tolerant block is 
limited number of alternate object blocks (tonested within another fault-tolerant block , there
eliminate the case of program failure).is no merging involved with the recovery cache.

In executing a program satisfying assump-5. The parallel system is slower in re- 
tion C. 1, the sequential system does not involvecovery because (a) recovery of a variable takes

more steps with the duplex memory than with assignment record merging, as mentioned in
Section 2. This assumption G. 1 is adopt edthe recovery cache and (b) there ar e mor e
because of the difficulties in ( 1) dealing with—a -variables that need to be recovered in the 
large spectrum of leg itimate program structures,parallel system because while an execution

image is being validated , the main processor (2) keeping account s of various execution times
normally proceeds to the successor block(s), during execution of a general program (i .e . ,

a program in which fault-tolerant blocks are
In summary, the parallel system largely nested one within another). etc. However, it

trades recovery time increase for the reduction is conjectured that results in this paper of
of total program execution t ime. There are performance comparison between two systems
case s, though highly impractical, where the for programs satisfy ing C. 1 will not be far
performance of the parallel system is Inferior different f rom the results for general programs.
to the performance of the sequential system. 3. 1 Throughput Evaluation for the SequentialLet ~ denote the reliability of an object block , 

SystemI. e.. the probability of an average object block
producing an accepted execution image. Then The behavior of the sequential system
there Is a lower bound 

~ L for e such that when during execution of a fault-tolerant block is
the parallel system performs more depicted In Figure 3a. The system first enters

efficiently than the sequential system. This the “object block execution” state 
~~ 

in which
lower bound Is one of th. values of interest the processor executes an object block within
examined in subsequent sections. the current fault-tolerant block. On completion

of an object block , the system enters the
3. Performance Evaluation “validation” state 3,,, in which the processor

executes the validation test. If the validation
Given a fault-tolerant program , the aver-  results in a rejection , the system enters the

a~~e execution time of a faul t-tolerant  block is ‘ recovery” state si,,  and on completion of the
defined as the execution time of the program recovery, the system again enters s~ in which
divided by the number of faul t- tolerant  blocks the processor executes an alternat e object block.
executed during the program execution. T5 and If the validation results in an acceptance, the
T denote the  average execution time of a fault - system proceeds to the execution of ~he succes-
t Rerant block by the sequ~~ tia1 system and by sor fault-tolerant block and repeats the above

behavior.
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THR Pv~~
V
~~

ODuring execution of fault-tolerant programs
satisf ying assumption C. the sequential system = rs . gs v . ~ / (gs  v • ‘. rs’ v + , s . r s )continuously repeats the process dep icted in
Figure 3a. We thus model the system behavior 3a
by the following stochastic process for the p u r -  T 5 l/ T H R 5pose of evaluating THR 5.

= (gs ‘v  • ~ F r s ~~ ~ ~s r s ) i ( r s  . •‘. .

Model S
= ( l / ~~) . ( t + t )  + (O ’ / y ) ’t  , I

S. 1 There are three states which the sequen-
tia l system may enter: ~~ - object block exe-
cution , s

~ 
- validation , and - recovery. 3. 2 Throughput Evaluation for  tr.e t-~a~~ ( i

(Due to assumption G. I there is no merging System
state . )

In most cases the main pro essor  r.ei’ ci
S. 2 The time during which the system is in not be synchronized with the VR-processor .
any state is exponentially distr ibuted. . However, when the next fault-to!erar.t bIorJ~ to
S. 2. 1 When the system is in state s~ • the be executed specifies i r rever~~ihl~ ~~~~cr~ ‘~!
rate gs of generating an execution image <~~

. ~~. • 
critical nature, the main processor waits ~,r.;ii

the probability of the system completing the the VR-processot accepts all the e~.ecution
execution of an object block within an infinite- images in the queue (i. e., the execution images
simal time interval ~t is gs~~t), is gas lit05 

of the predecessor fault-tolerant blocks (4, i T .
where t~5 denotes the mean object block exe An execution image generated immediately ~~~~ -

eution time in the sequential system. gs ~ 
fore a block specifying an irreversible action

called the generation rate, is entered, is a “synchronizing” e’cecutior.
image (or for short, S-image). The other

S. 2. 2 When the system is in state s, • the execution images are normal’ execution iina~~e~rate v of completing the validation, called the (or N-images).
validation rate, is vs  1/tv where t,,, denotes the
mean validation time. An abstract representation of ti-,e para~~ ± i

system with unbounded queue is shown in
S. 2. 3 When the system is in state 3r • the ra te  Figure 4. -The main processor contin~~~~~iyi’s of completing the recovery , called the !.~~. constructs execution images and puts the corn-
covery rat e, is rs = l/ t rs where t rs denotes pleted execution images into the queue of cxc-
the mean recovery time in the sequential system. cution images except when (1) the VR-processor
S. 3 The probability of the system entering stops it on rejection of an execution image and
state after leaving state s~, is ~~~, while the enters the recovery state, or (2) the main pro-
probability of enterin g stat e s

~ ~~ = I - • 
ccc sor has generated a synchronizing execution
image and put it into the queue . The VR-

Figure 3b depicts Model S. Let p0 . p ,, processor validates execution images in the

F ~r 
denote the equIlibrium probabilities [6] of order of their arrival. When it accepts an

the system being In 
~~~~

. ~~~~~ 5~.•  respectively, execution image, it enters the “merging ’ state.
The stead y-state behavior of the system Is On completion of merging, it checks if another
expressed by the following equilibrium equations, execution image is waiting in the queue. If an

execution image is rejected, the main processorp0 ’ gs = 
~r ’ rs + PV • 

is stopped and recovery is init iat ed. Recovery
V p . gs ( ~ 

involves a sequence of assignment reversals
using the assignment records in the execution

P0 + ~~~~ ~~ ~ (normaliz ing equation). images and thu. can be thought of as a process
of “erasing ” the execution images in the queue.

iSolving Eq. 1, we obtain On completion of the rec overy, the queue is
empty and the main processor is restarted.

p0 r5 ’vI(gs .v ’e  + rs~~v + g s ’r s )  The parallel system is thu s modeled by th e

p
~ ~~ ‘v ’e ’ ’(~~ ‘v ’~~’ + i’~ ‘v + gs ‘rs). P.1 The stat e of the system at any instant is

followin g stochastic process.

~v rs ’gs/ (g s ’v .~~ + r s .v + g s ’r s )  ( 2 )  
Model P

characterized by ( I )  the state of the yR-pro-
By definition system through put is equal to the cessor which may be in wait , validation,
number of execution Images accepted per unit merging or recovery , and (2) the number and

thu s be obtained as follows, state of the main proi~essor is busy or waiting

121
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and is determined by the stat e of the YR-pro- P. 2. 5 The size of the partially constructed
cessor and the state of the queue. Thus each execution image remaining within the main
system state is denoted by processor when the system enters a recovery

state is assumed to be proportional to the5VR~processor state, queue state ‘ amount of tirne that the main processor has
where (1) VR-processor state w (wait). V spent in construction of that execution image.(validation), in (merging), or r (recovery) , and 

Borrowing a result in the ren ewal theory, the(2) queue state = 0 (empty), N (one normal mean size of the execution image part ially con -execution image). S (one synchronizing execution structed (when the system enters a recoveryimage), $ (=N  or S). NN , NS, $N , $S, NNN , state from a state where the main processor isNNS. $NN. $NS busy), is the same as the mean size of a corn-
Some possible states of the system are plet ed execution image [6]. Thus when the

shown in Figur e 5, where some possible state system is in 5r , q~. 
the rate of moving from

transitions are also indicated. For example, to 5~~~, ~ 
is also rp.

~~~~~ N is the state where the queue contains one P. 3 The probability of a validation resultingnormal execution image which the VR-processor in an acceptance Is a as before, while theis validating. There are four states which the probability of a rejection Is 01 ’ = 1 - a ,
system may enter from sv N : 5v, NN which is
entered if the main processor generates another P.4 The probability of a newly generated
normal execution image; 5V N S  which is entered execution image being an N-image is i~~, while
if the main processor generates a synchronizing that for being an S-image is ~~

‘ = 1 -
execution image; s

~~ $ which is entered if the Figure 5 depicts Model P. It also shows-

~ VR-processor accept’s the normal execution the notation for the equilibrium probability ofimage in the queue; and 5~~, N which is entered the system being in each state • The pro-if the VR-processor reject s the normal exe- babilities are denoted by I (for s~~, ~), J (forcutlon image in the queue. In 5r N  the system s~~~~ ) zk ,y1,(, xk .wk . uQ (for 
~r , Ø )’% ’ and q~~.erases the normal execution image in the queue where k= 1,2,... except that there does not

and thereafter enters state 5r, ~ 
in which the exist y1 nor x 1. The subscrlpt k indicates thesystem erases the partially constructed exe- number of execution images present in the queue.cutlon image contained within the main proces- The stead y-stat e behavior of the system is thensor. Note that the type of the first image in expressed by the following equilibrium equations.

the queue is not distinguished in some states
(e. g. , Sm, $N). This is because once an (a) I’gp = J.mp + u0’rp + q1

.rp
execution image is accept ed, the system’s (b) J . ( g p+r np )  = (

~~l 
+ w 1) ’ v • 0 1

future behavior is independen; of the type of
the execution image just accepted. (c) z 1’ (gp + v) = I.gp.1~+y 2.mp

(d) z~ .( g p + v ) = z ~~~1
.g p .i ~+y~ ÷ 1

.mp for k=2 , 3,...

(e) y2’(gp+mp)  J ’g p ’r i + z 2 ’v ’aP. 2 The time during which either processo r
is in a particular state is exponentially dis- (f) y~ .(gP +mp)  = y~~~1.gP . 1+z ~ .v . a  for
tr ibuted. 

k = 3 , 4, . . .
P. 2. 1 When the main processor is in a busy (g) x2’mp = J ’gp ’~~’ + w2’v ’~~state , the generation rate gp is gp= 1/t op.
where top represents the mean obj ect block (h) x.~ nip = 

~k ~ 
gp’ ,

~
‘ + Wk~ 

v • a for k=3 , 4, ...
execution time (which is different from t05 ). (I)  w 1’y  = x .gp ’,~’ + x2.mp
P. 2. 2 When the YR-processor Is in a va lida- (j) W

k~ 
, = 5k 1 gp i’~

’ + ‘
~~~+ ~ 

• mp for k=Z , 3,...tion state, the validation rate v is v= 1/t v.
where t~, represents the mean validation time. (k) u0’r p = u 1’rp

P. 2. 3 When the YR-processor is In a merging (I) u.K
.rp  = z

k
.v .a ’ + ~~+i

.rp  for k = 1 , 2,...
state, the rate nip of completing the merging. (in) q~~ rp = v . a’+ 

~~~ 
rp for k = 1. 2, . . .called the merging rate, is mp = 1/t ~~~ where

t~~~ represents the mean merging time. 
(n) I + J + u  + ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1

P. 2.4 When the system Is in a recov ery stat e 0 k= l
other than 5r, ~~, the rat e rp of erasing an (normalizing equation) (4
execution image, called the recovery rat e, Is Solving this system of equations, we :an obtain
rp= l/ tr~ where trp represents th e mean time the quilibrium probabilities. This system can
for eras g an execution image, be solved in closed form, but the solution pro-
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cedure is not described here. Since the sys. a recovery stat e and (2) when a Is small , the
tern throughput THR~ was defined as the num- system rarely enters a state where the queue-
ber of acceptances made per unit time, THR~ length is large.
and T~ can be obtained by

3. 3 Performance Comparison Between the

THR.~ = .,. • 
~~~

. 
( 

E zk + ~~ 
Wk)  

Seguential System and the Parallel System

k=l k= 1 A simple way of assessing the perform-
ance of the parallel system is to compare the

T = 1 /(v .a r .(  E 5k + ~~ 
irk ) ) .  ( 5 )  throughput THR~ with the throughput THR 5 ofp 

k= 1 k= 1 the sequential system. THR~ /THR S is then
the throughput ratio and is a function of 

~~
, r~,

Another measure of interest is the expected t~ / t 0~,. t~~~/t0~~, trp /tmp . t05/t0~~, and trp/t r s .
queue-length E(QL). Here t05 /t 0~ represents the object block exe-

cutlon time ratio while t rp /t rs represents the
recovery time ratio. These parameters areE(QL) = . J +  L~ (k .(z  +y  +x.+w +u .+ q  ) )  .

k-i k k a k ii k within the following ranges (cf. Section 2 or
— [51 for more details).

where y1 = x1 = 0 , ( 6

1 < t  /t  < < 2
Figure 6 depict s the expected queue- 05 OP

length E(QL) for various values of ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I < t~ /t rs < 1.5 . ( 8
tmp/top, trp /tmp . In examining Figures 6 and
7 we are mostly interested in the cases where Figure 7 depicts the throughput ratio for
a is greater than 0.9. Since fault-tolerant various values of parameters subject to the
programs dealt with here are supposed to have constraints in Eqs. (7) and (8). First, Figure
undergone a testing phase before being put into 7a discloses that variation of recovery time
operation, one or mor e erroneous object blocks ratio trp/t rs within a practical rang e has
out of ten seems highly improbable. On the little efIect on the throughput ratio. This is
other hand, ~ is application-dependent and may again because (1) when a is large, the system
not be very close to 1. For example , ~~= O .9 9 9  rarely get s into a recovery state, and (2) when
implies that only one among 1000 execution ~ is small, E(QL) becomes small and thus a
images generated is an S-image. In this eva- recovery involves mostly a small number of
luation , ~ is set mostly within the range of execution images. Figure 7b indicates that
0. 9 -0. 95 and the most frequently used values the throughput ratio is not much affected by the
are 0.9 for i~ and 0.95 for a.  The following change of trp /tmp for a within a practical
practical constraints were also adopted. range, while it is significantly affected by

~ < ~ 
object block execution time ratio t08 /t 0~~.

v op Object block execution time ratio t05 / t 0p. re-

~ < ~ 
covery time ratio trp/t rs and t rp /t mp are

rnp op machine characteristics while other parameters

1 < t It ~ 1.5 ( 7 ) 
represent program characteristics.

rp TflP Figure 7c shows that the throughput ratio
As expected, E(QL) becomes larger as ~ decreases as merging time t~~1, (more precisely

or ~ Increases. Furthermore, comparison of tmp/top) increases. The obvious reason is
curve 3 in Figure 6a (which Is a result of because under assumption G. 1 merging Is in-
changing a when i = 0. 95) wIth curve 2 ’ (a result volved only in parallel execution. It also shows
of changing ,~ when a O.95)  indicates that that increase of t~ causes a throughput ratio
E(QL) is more sensitive to the change of r~ than Increase approximately until tv +t mp surpasses
to the change of a’. This is also shown by a top but further increase of t,,, does not change
comparison of curve 2 (a result of chang~i~g ~ (actually slightly decreases) the through put ratio.
when 1=0.9) with curve 1~ (a result of changing This can be explained as follows. As tv + t mp
~ when a = 0. 9). Figure 6b shows that E(QL) becomes larger than t0~~, E(QL) becomes larg e
increases as mean validation time tv or mean and thus , each time a synchronizing execution
merging time 

~~~ increases. When tv +tmD < Image is generated, the queue contains a large
t~~~p~~ E(QL) is generally smaller than 5. ‘rhe number of execution images. The validation
data obtained but not plotted in Figure 6 In- and merging of these are not overlapped wi th
dicated that mean recovery time t rp affects object block execution. F igure  7d confirms
E(QL) to a neg ligible extent. This is because the expectation that as 1 increases, the through.
(1)  when a is large, the system rarely enters put ratio increases.
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in Figure 7 showed that in all the cases de- Recovery, ” Lecture Notes in Computer
picted in Figure 7, 01L did not exceed 0. 87 and Science, Vol. 16, Springer-Verlag, 1974 ,
rarely went above 0.6. It can conservatively pp. 171-187.
be said that the practical rang e of a’ is far -
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execution was affected by various program (71 Computing Survel!, Vol. 8, No. 4.
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various program characteristics are available, Tolerant Software edited by R. T. Yeh) .
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broad range of reasonable values for each
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In short , the parallel execution approach
allows the incorporation of extensive validation
and recovery facilities without associated ex-
pensive execution time overhead. The price
paid is the increased hardware requirement.
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